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Andrea Sinfield displays images of rainbows drawn by her daughter at the Logan School District meeting on Sept. 13.

Logan School District debates ban on pride flags

By Jenny Carpenter
NEWS STAFF WRITER

O

n Sept. 13, Logan City School District met to
discuss the potential banning of pride flags in
classrooms.
Andrea Sinfield, a parent representing a group of
parents from the Hillcrest and Adams neighborhoods,
spoke of her concerns that arose when she saw a pride
flag with the words “Safe Space” on the door of her
daughter’s kindergarten classroom.
“Seeing the flag in such a prominent place in my
5-year-old’s learning area has caused me alarm, because
neither I nor my child are ready to explain the complex
ideas behind this symbol,” Sinfield said.
Sinfield expressed her concerns by bringing an easel
and several pictures her child had drawn. All the drawings featured rainbows.
She explained that before her child saw the pride flag
at school, she would color rainbows in arches, without
the black and brown colors in the progress pride flag.
Sinfield said after her daughter saw the flag, she
started coloring in black and brown as part of the rainbow, as well as drawing the colors in stripes instead of
arches.
“She is subconsciously repeating what she is seeing,
not even knowing what the symbol means,” Sinfield
said.
Sinfield and Amy Wiser, another parent from the
Hillcrest/Adams area, both spoke their concerns on creating a classroom that would not be neutral.
Wiser stated how she hoped her statement came
across as loving. She said she believes schools should
be a neutral, safe zone for students where their values

aren’t so challenged.
“This is an extreme example, but what if I was in a
white supremacy group, and I put my white supremacy
flag up in the school — how would that make some of
the kids feel?” Wiser asked.
Amy Anderson, a Logan High counselor, expressed a
different view.
“The rainbow flag is not a Democrat flag, it’s not an
independent flag, it’s not a Republican flag. A rainbow
flag is not a political statement,” she said.
Jay Bates Domenech, a senior at Logan High and president of the Gay Straight Alliance club, expressed their
thoughts on the possible ban.
“I know it can be seen as a political issue, but my existence is not political,” Domenech said. “I’m here; I’m
queer. I think the simple use of a pride flag is not something that is going to affect anyone negatively.”
Domenech shared a personal experience about how
seeing a pride flag in a classroom helped them feel safe
enough to come out to a teacher.
“Right now, our LGBT students are not supported, and
they don’t feel safe — physically or emotionally — to be
able to come to school. Our rainbow flag helps an LGBT
student know who is safe,” Anderson said.
Mary Morgan, a special education teacher at Logan
High, said the flag relates more to identity than conflicting values.
“To me, personally, if you ban the pride flag, that’s
basically taking away someone’s identity and not allowing them some representation,” Morgan said.
Another parent, Melanie Domenech Rodriguez, said,
“Diversity and inclusion only means something if we
back it up with action.”
After the meeting, Sinfield expressed concerns that

she had come across as non-inclusive in her statement.
She said that her speaking time limit prevented her
from introducing another neutral program focused on
inclusivity.
“I don’t know what it would look like, but coming up
with something that’s unique to us to make sure that
kids are taught inclusion — because that’s the problem,
is that people in this group might feel left out, and I
don’t want anyone to feel left out,” Sinfield said.
Shana Longhurst, district director of communications
and public relations, commented on the board’s possible
decisions.
“I think they’ll take their time. I think this is an issue
we need to respect. We need to respect both sides of the
issue, when it comes to these symbols in classrooms,”
Longhurst said. “And it takes time to talk to each side of
the fence on that one, because there are strong, personal experiences that are relevant and important to each
group.”

Jenny Carpenter is a junior studying
journalism, Chinese and English. In her
spare time, she loves writing novels, reading novels and watching Netflix.
— A02398371@usu.edu

By Alivia Hadfield
NEWS STAFF WRITER

T

he 32,000-year-old Great Salt Lake
has hit record low water levels and
is not stopping anytime soon.
From its high in 1987, the lake has lost 10
feet in elevation, leaving lakebed and toxic
dust exposed. So, what does this mean for
Utah?
The dwindling water level threatens the
lake’s economy, which is based on mineral
extraction, brine shrimp fishing and recreational activities.
The official state assessment report predicts the potential cost of a drying Great
Salt Lake at up to $2.17 billion per year.
The loss of the lake economy would also
result in over 6,500 job losses.
Another issue is the toxic material laced
through the dust and lake bed.
Antimony, copper, zirconium, arsenic and
many more dangerous substances have
accumulated over time from mining in the
region.
“It’s like a bathtub without a drain. And
(the lake) has a little bit of everything,”
Molly Blakowski, a doctorate student and
researcher from Utah State University, told
KSL during an interview.
Currently, most of the toxic materials are
protected by a hard crust. However, over
time, the wind will erode this crust and
send the poisonous materials airborne,
affecting residents along the Wasatch border.

But the air isn’t the only thing becoming
more toxic.
As the water level gets lower, the salinity
in the lake gets higher.
This sharp increase in water salinity is
making the lake uninhabitable for the
brine shrimp that currently reside there.
Large-scale shrimp die-off would start a
ripple effect down the entirety of the food
chain.
This would mean an estimated 10 million
birds would also start to die off, including
90% of the eared grebe — a species of
water bird — that rest and recoup from
their migration at the Great Salt Lake.
“I guess you’d call it a gas station,” said
Terry Messer, a wildlife specialist and USU
professor. “It’s a resort for migratory wildlife and for native wildlife because it’s so
rich in the food sources that it provides.
It’s strategically located.”
Recently, Sen. Mitt Romney, with Utah
Reps. Burgess Owens and Chris Stewart,
introduced a bill called the Great Salt Lake
Recovery Act.
The bill would build on existing water
conservations and supply an additional
$40 million toward the Great Salt Lake
Watershed Enhancement Program.
In an article explaining the bill on the
senator’s website, Romney called for
action.
“Utah’s iconic Great Salt Lake is currently
at the lowest levels ever recorded — for
the second time in less than a year,” said
Romney. “It is incumbent on us to take

action now which will preserve and protect
this critical body of water for many generations to come.”
Ellie Tenbrink, a USU student majoring
in restoration of aquatic ecosystems and
forest ecology, encouraged students to get
involved.
“A big thing we can do for a lot of issues,
especially for this one, is to write to your
legislators and new senators, and let them
know that you think this is an issue,”
Tenbrink said. “If there’s enough public
push, more things might be introduced.”
While the actions of a singular person
may seem insignificant, small actions
taken by many people can make a difference.
“We can all make a small dent on the
problem,” Tenbrink said.

Alivia Hadfield is a first-year student
who loves being an Aggie. Alivia’s
passions include songwriting, reading
and competing in pageants.
— alivia.hadfield@usu.edu
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The Great Salt Lake is shown from the summer of 2020, before hittings its lowest recorded levels.
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Great Salt Lake may not
have such a great future
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Cache County drought not over yet
By Carter Ottley
NEWS STAFF WRITER

O

n Sept. 6, the National Integrated Drought Information System found that 100% of Cache
County is facing a severe drought. Even with changing seasons and falling temperatures,
the drought will continue into the winter.
“The Utah Climate Center is predicting a slight uptick in precipitation for this winter, so I’m hopeful
that will be the case,” said Kelly Kopp, Utah State University Extension specialist and professor for
plants, soils & climate. “It’s not likely to be enough to move us out of drought conditions.”
Additional precipitation in the winter can help increase the elevation level of the Great Salt Lake,
refill reservoirs and improve the soil moisture levels.
Patrick Belmont, a USU professor and watershed sciences department head, explained that
droughts can cause dust to enter the air. Once the dust is in the air, it will cover the snowpack and
cause the snow to melt earlier than usual.
In response to the drought, Utah State has made decisions to help limit its water usage.
Kopp said USU Landscape Operations and Maintenance have reduced outdoor irrigation by 40%
since 2021 through the use of irrigation technologies, landscape management practices and prioritizing watering of certain areas on campus.
Jim Huppi, the senior landscape architect at USU, said the university utilized technology through
the irrigation controllers tied into weather stations.
The weather stations communicate the amount of precipitation received, which reduces the risk of
overwatering any areas on campus.
But Huppi said with some systems close to 80 years old, not all of them have this updated technology.
“We are doing above average,” Huppi said. “We aren’t necessarily excellent because we just don’t
have funding to update everything, but with what we do have, we are being very careful with how
we use the water.”
Alexi Lamm, the USU sustainability coordinator, said the university has the opportunity to show
best practices because they conduct research on this topic, and there are lots of people who want to
learn about sustainability.
One way the university addresses this desire to learn is through USU Extension. The extension
office provides learning opportunities and a variety of suggestions for people to reduce their water
usage.
Their suggestions include switching to an ultra-low-flow showerhead, taking showers instead of
baths, having cold water in the fridge instead of waiting for tap water to get cold, and only doing full
loads of laundry.
The USU Extension website also includes livestock, crop and economic resources relating to
drought.
“We are all operating in this society, and our actions impact other people and people who come
after us,” Lamm said. “It’s important to think of sustainability in those terms because we care about
our neighbors.”
Belmont believes a great way for students to address drought is by voicing concerns to people in
power and engaging in politics through voting.
“I would guess the average USU student has a very small water footprint,” Belmont said. “Most
other conversations we’re hearing about drought are not casting it in this bigger context of climate
change and specifically, getting the fossil fuels turned off.”
Cristina Chirvasa, a USU junior, noted an individual’s impact on water usage is minimal. The majority of water in the state of Utah is used for agriculture.
“There are plenty of groups in Utah who are working to end drought that would appreciate any
volunteers or involvement in their campaigns,” Chirvasa said. “If you want to engage in individual
action, it certainly can’t hurt.”
Carter Ottley is a junior studying journalism and political science. When Carter isn’t writing for the Statesman, he enjoys Chili’s, reading and Imagine Dragons.
— carter.ottley@usu.edu
Sprinklers water a grass lawn on USU campus.
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By Jenny Carpenter
NEWS STAFF WRITER

U

ndergraduate and graduate enrollment has
dropped by 4.1% in the past year, according to
the National Clearing House Research Center.
Some may call it a coincidence. However, Inc. believes
Generation Z students are the reason for decreases in
enrollment, mainly because of financial concerns and
finding cheaper alternatives at technical colleges.
For those students who do graduate from a university,
a 2016 Pew Research report found that 60% of workers
with a bachelor’s have high job satisfaction as opposed to
those with a high school degree, who report a 38% rate
of job satisfaction.
Another study from Southern New Hampshire University said benefits of a college education can range from
higher life expectancies to better marriages and stronger
financial prospects.
Neil Abercrombie, former Utah State University government relations vice president and director of the Institute
of Government and Politics acknowledged how his time
in college at USU helped him gain a greater appreciation
for different perspectives.
“I came from a fairly homogenous community, and so
my undergraduate experience at Utah State was meeting
people that were very different than me,” Abercrombie
said. “This is a really unique time in your life to connect

with all kinds of backgrounds, all kinds of interests.”
According to Jae Garrard, a junior majoring in political
science, college is shaping students today just as much as
it did those like Abercrombie in the past.
Garrard noted specifically that college gave them greater insight into social issues.
“I used to be kind of hot-headed about some political
things and some social issues. But now I’m more willing
to have those hard and difficult conversations with
people,” Garrard said. “I think being exposed to all those
different perspectives and my classes, being exposed to
different cultures — that really does provide for a better
learning experience.”
Kerin Holt, an American literature professor at Utah
State, also discussed the effect of reading about perspectives she had little previous exposure to.
“I took a class that was about Latin American literature,
and I’d only ever read about American white people
before,” Holt said.
Holt said college doesn’t just expose students to literature — it encourages community action.
“Often, understanding those other perspectives opens
doors for people or gets them thinking about things, and
presents them with something they want to take action
about,” Holt said.
Statistics prove Holt to be correct. According to the
Southern New Hampshire University study, college
graduates are 1.5 times more likely to consistently vote

in local elections.
Another report from Lumina found 40% of bachelor’s
degree recipients also participated in community service,
compared to 17% of high school graduates.
When Holt’s literature course reached the migrant unit,
one student volunteered at the Cache Refugee and Immigrant Center. Others would show her news articles that
reminded them of the issues they would discuss in class.
It’s those connections to real life that Briana Bowen, the
associate director of USU’s Center for Anticipatory Intelligence, acknowledged to be a large benefit of a college
education.
“One of the great values of a college education is how
you can better understand complex interconnectedness
and security — not just in terms of keeping people and
communities safe, but in terms of safeguarding the things
that are most valuable in a society,” Bowen said.
Bowen acknowledged that a college education is not
“the only way to be successful in life,” but she praised
the exclusive learning skills that come from college.
“The very best outcome of a college education in any
field should be helping you become a learner in your
own right and become a lifelong learner,” Bowen said.
“That is something I don’t think many other educational
settings offer nearly as well as a college degree.”
— A02398371@usu.edu
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By Carlysle Price
LIFESTYLES STAFF REPORTER

T

here can be a lot more to attending
Utah State University than simply
making deadlines. Some people choose
to add to their college experience by playing
sports, running for leadership or attending
events.
Tyler Rich, a junior studying finance and data
analytics, is an example of someone who is
bringing new potential to the Aggie name and
working to create social change.
Rich is the vice president of Utah State’s
chapter of Their Story is Our Story, or TSOS,
a nonprofit organization that works to give
refugees a platform to share their stories and
experiences with others. The organization
publishes refugee stories around the globe in
hopes to eradicate otherness and bring people
together.
“The thing that sparked my interest was realPHOTO BY Heidi Bingham
izing how close-minded I was to it all, because Logan’s chapter of Their Story is Our Story President Ben Walters and Vice President Tyler Rich
staff a booth at the Immigration and Refugees Social Action Fair in the TSC on Sept. 14.
it’s so easy to just live life and not even think
about what’s going on in a lot of areas of the
world,” Rich said.
at Zara, or we both love Chick-fil-A or the same actors,
Rich was serving a religious mission for his church
but we all share the same struggles of being bullied in
in Germany when he came across stories that troubled
high school, mental health disorders, etc.”
him. Although he was surrounded by people with a
Rich said the USU chapter plans to focus on holding
different way of life, he wasn’t expecting the differencevents and educational meetings to teach people about
es to completely shift his perception of others’ experiIslam, issues going on overseas and ways to help withences.
in the local community.
“There were people who said, ‘If anybody knew I was
“This year we hope to do things that cause actual
meeting with Christians, my family would be killed; I
change,” Rich said.
would be killed,’” Rich said. “And I was like ‘Wow, this
TSOS teamed up with other refugee organizations
is actually going on in the world.’”
in the valley and held a Social Action Fair at USU
The Logan chapter started as a club at USU last year.
last Wednesday. The purpose of the fair was to bring
The focus of the chapter is to hold events that educate
awareness to the cause and show community members
people and spark conversations.
how to get involved.
Not limited to Logan, TSOS is a global organization
Rich currently volunteers 3-4 hours a week with the
with a large chapter in Salt Lake City.
chapter. He said the club has been struggling to find
Shurooq Al Jewari has been working as the outreach
volunteers this school year.
coordinator with the Salt Lake chapter for about a
TSOS can be found online at their website
year. Last year, she helped Rich and TSOS President
tsosrefugees.org and has chapters internationally. The
Ben Walters host an event for USU students with
USU chapter is open to everyone looking to build new
guest speaker Sasha Sloan, whose platform is refugee
relationships and be a part of social change.
advocacy.
Jewari teamed up with Sloan and created a presentation to present to schools statewide. The purpose of the
Carlysle Price is proud of her
presentation was to bridge the gap between refugees
extensive magazine collection
and non-refugees.
which has surpassed 50 editions,
After moving to America from Iraq nine years ago,
all of which have been read
Jewari faced bullying and racism in her junior high and
thoroughly. She would never skip
high school.
to the cover story.
Her experience growing up as a refugee inspired her
to have related conversations with students.
—— A02311769@usu.edu
“We talked about our shared struggles,” Jewari said.
“Not only do we have similarities about loving to shop

My name is Ethan! I’m an aviation science major
and the music director for Aggie Radio. On top of
those, I drive the city bus. My show ON DETOUR
airs Wednesdays at 7 p.m., and I love using it to
highlight music you won’t hear on other stations
in Cache Valley. I especially love playing local
artists, indie rock and R&B music. Every once in a
while, I’ll play some throwbacks too!

PLASTIC OFF THE SOFA
Beyonce

Lost Track

HAIM

Davy Crochet
The Backseat Lovers

Team
Lorde

Love Song
@zo1oft
Hobsons Bay Coast Guard

Watching the tl try and break down the
Harry Styles Chris Pine spitting allegations like its the assassination of JFK
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Their Story is Our Story,
and it can be yours too
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New ceramics collection

By Leah Call
LIFESTYLES STAFF REPORTER

T

he room is silent, nothing disturbing the
still air but the few visitors stopping to
observe the various shapes, colors and
sizes of the ceramic displays in front of them.
Some read the information plaques; others just
simply stand there, taking in the unique designs
and textures that can only be found in the mind of
an artist.
The Nora Eccles Harrison Museum for Art, or
NEHMA, opened their newest exhibit, “Unearthed:
The Ceramics Collection and the Woman Behind
It,” on Aug. 30. The official reception was on Saturday, Sep. 17.
The exhibit highlights Nora Eccles Harrison — a
collector of ceramics and a potter herself — with a
section dedicated to her work as a driving force in
the ceramics world.
Eccles was a Logan native relatively unknown in
the art world. She grew up in one of the wealthiest families in Utah, and she helped found the
museum with a $2 million gift from the Eccles
Harrison estate, including 400 ceramic pieces from
her personal collection.
The NEHMA has been operating successfully
since 1982 and will celebrate its 40-year anniversary at the upcoming reception.
“What I’m hoping to achieve with this exhibit is
to bring more attention to [Eccles] with her role
in ceramics in the West,” said Katie Lee-Koven,
museum executive director and chief curator. “She
really developed relationships with the artists she
collected. She was friends with them, she wanted to learn with them, but she’s a very unknown
figure in the world of ceramics.”
“Unearthed” contains 300 ceramic pieces and
highlights 211 artists. Organized chronologically,
the exhibit displays art from the early 20th century
at the front, with present and contemporary pieces
continuing to the back.
“It’s the idea that these are made of earth. This is
a retrospective, a 40 year retrospective, and we’re
unearthing the highlights of the collections,” said
curator Billie Sessions. “But it has a double-entendre, because they are made out of earth.”
A main theme of the exhibit is the evolution of
ceramics throughout time.
During the 1920s, ceramics and pottery-making
began to take root in mainstream culture, bringing

USU sophomore Isabela Smith looks at the ceramic art displayed at the Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of Art.

@akaggie
Per an Athletic Department release
a group hug has been scheduled
between USU Football players, coaches,
and fans to put this weekend behind
us and move on to chasing a MW
championship this Monday on the quad
at 6:00 PM MST. The option to become a
True Aggie is also available.
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@cartwatson
I have done, and will do, a lot of embarrassing things. But I will never ride a
Segway around campus

with it many Native American influences. The rise of
“We took into consideration, ‘Do we have a balance of
studio ceramics and the transition to personal expression
women who are represented or under-recognized artists?
began in the 30s and 40s, and more abstract themes and
Are Native American ceramicists represented? Are there
pieces took over during the 50s and 60s.
USU alumni who are represented?’” Lee-Koven said.
A prominent artist of the 60s was Peter Voulkos, who
In the background, a soft voice can be heard throughexperimented with nontraditional pottery techniques.
out the exhibit. On the right of the main entrance, there
Voulkos paved the way for artists of the 70s and 80s,
are two seats and a video stream depicting Maria Martiwho completely deconstructed what it meant to be a
nez, a famous Pueblo potter.
ceramicist.
Taken in 1952, the video shows a week’s worth of
Sessions explained how pivotal the 1970s were to the
footage of Martinez’ process in making traditional blackceramics world. Ceramics
became more of an artform
than a craft. Ceramicists were
given permission to do more
than just make a pot.
Since 2000, the art form has
changed again, and artists
are now using ceramics to
convey political and personal
statements.
“It broadens knowledge of
history and cultures and our
world,” Sessions said. “Artists
are generally thinking a lot
about the bigger picture. It’s
a way for students to get a
broader picture of the world
and a broader history of the
world because it’s expressed
in art. It gives students a
space to contemplate about
those things about our culture
and the world and what’s
going on.”
Today, the rise of technology has made the art form
accessible to a wider range of
USU sophomore Isabela Smith looks at the ceramic art displayed at the Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of Art.
audiences and artists.
Informational write-ups are
included on the walls of the exhibit, giving more history
on-black Pueblo pottery. The voice-over is done by Susan
and background on the pieces. The curators found it
Peterson, another prominent artist of the time.
difficult to include all the information they felt was necThe curators suspect that some of the pots made in the
essary, so QR codes are displayed around the room for
video are pots gifted to the museum by Eccles.
visitors to scan and have access to more information on
“This is an exhibit I’ve wanted to do for a long time
the exhibit, art and artists.
because we have probably one of — if not the best —
The museum has 1,300 objects in the ceramics collecceramics collections of American studio ceramics in the
tion. Curators looked at them by time period, made a
West,” Lee-Koven said.
shortlist and then strategically looked at the balance of
The museum currently employs seven students and
the artwork over the last 100 years to narrow down what eight staff members. Ten of these people were directly
would be showcased.
involved with the organizing of the exhibit. Sessions,

Lee-Koven and Matthew Limb were the curators for
“Unearthed,” which took a year and a half to prepare for
and open.
“This exhibition is different from what we’ve had in the
past since it’s all ceramics, but the NEHMA in general
strives to display objects of minorities, whether that’s
women or Native Americans or African Americans,” said
Shaylee Baggetts, a USU art history student and NEHMA
employee. “A lot of the sections have focuses on female
and Native American artists, which I think is really cool.
It’s eye-opening to see the
perspectives of those that
normally aren’t represented in
art museums.”
Lee-Koven reiterated that
the NEHMA is a student
museum. It exists for students
to utilize, and there are lots of
events to attend, including a
community art day and various wellness programs.
For more information on the
“Unearthed” exhibit, other
exhibits currently open or
general museum news, visit
artmuseum.usu.edu.

PHOTO BY Elise Gottling

Leah Call is a junior pursuing
her degree in print journalism. In
her free time she loves finding new
music to jam to and is always on
the lookout for the perfect iced
chai tea.
— A02395831@usu.edu

@JElvisWeinstein

@dadmann_walking

@skinkatonn

A 6 mile line to see the royal casket?
I’ll take a reign check.

one thing about adulthood i was
not prepared for was how many
cardboard boxes i’d have to breakdown and throw away all the time.

listen, you haven’t lived until you have
furiously played mars: the bringer of
war at triple fortissimo while your FBS
conference champion football team
gets creamed by weber state
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‘unearthed’ at the NEHMA
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OPDD hosts second annual Outdoor History Summit
By Caitlin Keith
LIFESTYLES STAFF REPORTER

U

tah State University’s outdoor product design
program held its second annual virtual Outdoor
History Summit on Sept. 14.
Chase Anderson, the OPDD program coordinator, put
together the event with Clint Pumphrey, the manuscript
curator in USU’s Special Collections and Archives.
The keynote speaker was Boyd Smith, the curator at
the U.S. Olympic and Paralympic Museum in Colorado
Springs, Colorado.

together different ideas and perspectives about outdoor
history, how to preserve it and what it means to society.
The varied background of the speakers was matched
by an equally varied audience, since the outdoor history
summit was open to the public.
“The majority of our attendees are probably coming
from outside of Utah to join virtually,” Anderson said.
“And we have people coming from the academic community; we have people who are just purely outdoor enthusiasts. We have people coming from different brands.”
The first virtual Outdoor History Summit took place in
2021. It was started with the purpose of creating a community of people who have an interest in outdoor history.
Before the creation of the summit, Anderson said there
was “no gathering place for these people to come together and talk about why it’s important to preserve the
history of the outdoor industry.”
Along with creating a space for people to talk about
outdoor product design, the summit has a goal of preserving and studying outdoor product history.
“Last year, [we] kind of went out on a limb and put
together the first-ever outdoor history summit virtually,
and brought together historians and researchers and academics and archivists and brands to talk about outdoor
industry history,” Anderson said. “And it was so successful
that we decided to do it again this year.”
Anderson has been planning the next summit since last
year’s ended. Next year, he said the program hopes to
hold the summit in person.

SUBMITTED PHOTO

A significant part of publicizing the summit was done
through an Instagram account that Anderson and
Pumphrey started. The account, @outdoorrecarchive,
has almost 19,000 followers. It features scanned images
from the archives of different pieces of outdoor product
history.
Outside of social media, the program currently has an
exhibit featuring outdoor product history in the lobby of
the Merrill-Cazier Library.

SUBMITTED PHOTO

Smith spoke on the different exhibits, archives and
aspects of his museum.
“The content is really unique,” Smith said. “You’re
dealing with over 100 years’ worth of history, and
then you’re involved in culture, and then you’re
involved in one of the most powerful things on Earth,
which is sports. So you take all that content in there
— you’re going to get some pretty interesting stories,
as well as artifacts.”
Smith started working at the museum when it
opened in 2020. He has 10 years of curation experience.
The summit featured nine other professionals and
historians. Some speakers came from major companies, like Katherine Connolly and Rhonda Summer
from Under Armour. Other speakers included Clare
Pavelka from Red Wing Shoe Company, Catherine
Acosta from Vans and Darren Ritten from Arc’teryx.
There were also speakers from academia, including Dr. Rachel Gross from the University of Colorado-Denver, Stine Danielle from Toronto Metropolitan
University, Meredith Lynn from Florida State University and Katie Hargrave from the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga.
The speakers from this year’s summit brought

Caitlin Keith comes from Utah and is currently a junior studying journalism. Other
than writing, she enjoys watching and
ranting about TV shows or sports, speaking
German and eating snacks.
— A02312868@usu.edu
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Hale Motu’apuaka
Utah State Football’s fiery warrior

“Before we perform, or before we start learning the number, he gives us history on each
number, and he gives us the background and
lames slashed around Hale Motu’apuaka as he
what these moves mean,” Olevao said.
performed. Between his legs, around his back
The goal behind that education is to help
and through the air, Motu’apuaka whirled the
connect people with their culture, even if they
fireknife during a performance in June.
grew up on the mainland.
The spectacle was no big deal for Motu’apuaka, a
“A lot of Polynesian kids… they don’t get
three-time world champion in fireknife who started
the opportunity to learn how to dance,”
mastering the craft when he was three years old. In fact, Motu’apuaka said. “Performing is a big part
it was a chance for Motu’apuaka to share his culture and of our culture, and it’s a great way to share
cash in on an NIL opportunity with Wilson Motor.
it with the world. It’s awesome to be able to
“I brought some of the boys to share our culture, and I
share that with them and for them to learn
think everybody loved it,” Motu’apuaka said.
their culture a little bit more.”
Motu’apuaka performed just a couple of months after
Beyond helping others connect with their
he sacked Oregon State quarterback Chance Nolan in
families, performing bonds club members with
the Jimmy Kimmel LA Bowl. And while the two things
each other.
may sound pretty different, for Motu’apuaka, it’s all in
“That connection between us as Polynesians,
his blood and culture — Polynesians are warriors.
it comes out as we are expressing ourselves
Motu’apuaka shares this message with his fellow
through dance,” Olevao said.
Polynesians in USU’s Pasifika Student Union. There, he
Beyond the Pasifika Student Union, their
and his fiancée — Maile Charfauros, the 2018 Tahitian
Polynesian bond extends to the gridiron.
Dance World Champion — teach choreography to club
Olevao said Motu’apuaka explained how they
PHOTO BY Bailey Rigby
members.
connect with their culture in another way.
Hale Motu’apuaka gets set before a snap during the UConn game on Aug. 27.
Safety Bronson Olevao dances with Motu’apuaka and
“In our dancing and everything that we do,
This year, Motu’apuaka will have a new person to
said he is “very rooted” in their Polynesian culture.
we try and show our love and of course, get our culture
mentor.
Charfauros gave birth to the couple’s first child
“He’s very proud,” Olevao said. “That’s what he always
out there,” Olevao said. “But one of the things he helps
a
few
months
ago.
tells us, is to be proud of who we are and whatever culus remember is that we come from an ancestry line of
Olevao
spoke
highly of Motu’apuaka’s dedication as a
ture we represent in that Polynesian group.”
warriors.”
father.
Olevao said that Motu’apuaka doesn’t just teach the
That warrior culture comes out on gamedays.
“One of the things I’ve been able to watch is the way
dance moves — he also explains their significance to the
“He goes into every game and every mindset like it’s
he
treats his fiancée and the way he takes care of his
club members.
war,” Olevao said, referencing what Motu’apuaka said
son,”
Olevao said. “Sometimes they come to (dance)
at a Mountain West Conference media day. “I
think that’s what us as Polynesians have to offer practice with him. Sometimes Hale or his fiancée, Maile,
has to miss practice because, you know, the baby, but
is we’re very diverse in love and humility, but
that just shows his responsibility on and off the field.”
also, when it comes down to it — especially on
Olevao added he was impressed with how Motu’apuaka
the football field — a lot of that love and humility got to go away, and we got to kind of put our manages it all.
“I don’t completely understand it, me not being a
war face on.”
father,”
Olevao said. “But I think Hale’s a great father,
And while the way things are presentand
Hale’s
still, you know, still balancing all of it
ed may change from the stage to the field,
with football, his fiancée, his son and also now our
Motu’apuaka’s leadership doesn’t.
Polynesian Student Union.”
Freshman defensive tackle Bo Maile said
Maile has noticed changes in the new father’s behavior
Motu’apuaka helped him adjust to the program.
but
said he is still the same on the field when it counts.
“He’s been a really influential person to me,”
“He still comes out with the same energy every day,”
Maile said. “We would go through drills and
Maile said. “Not much has changed as far as his leaderstuff, and Hale was always there to just like,
ship.”
guide me and show me what to do.”
Motu’apuaka’s next chance to be a warrior on the field
Motu’apuaka’s reaching out was especially
will come on Sept. 24 at 5 p.m., when the Aggies face
meaningful to Maile. In 2021, Maile’s uncle,
UNLV at home.
Frank Maile, left for Boise State after five years
with the Utah State coaching staff, including a
short stint as interim head coach.
PHOTO BY Bailey Rigby
— jake.ellis@usu.edu
“(Motu’apuaka’s) been a leader on and off the
USU’s defensive tackle and three-time world fireknife champion Hale Motu’apuaka performs his
field,” Maile said.
fireknife routine at Wilson Motor on June 10.
By Jake Ellis
SPORTS CONTENT MANAGER
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By Jake Ellis
SPORTS CONTENT MANAGER

U

tah State Soccer equalized late to draw 1-1 with
No. 25 Brigham Young on Thursday night.
In the 83rd minute, defender-forward hybrid
Kelsey Salvesen-Harmer smashed a cross into the box
that met the head of midfielder Whitney Lopez to
squeak past BYU goalkeeper Taygan Sill, tying the game
at 1-1.
“(Salvesen-Harmer) has a strong leg, obviously, and I
think I just timed it well,” Lopez said. “I normally don’t
put goals in with my head, but I guess it’s my lucky
day.”
For the Aggies, it was a satisfying finish against their
rival.
“This match is different because, I mean, they hate us.
But we beat them last year, so we knew they were coming for our throats,” Lopez said. “It was nice that we got
what we deserved.”
For head coach Manny Martins, it was a good performance against the 2021 College Cup runners-up.
“We scheduled these games to give our team a little bit of an experience of what it’s like to play top25 teams,” Martins said. “When we get to the NCAA
Tournament at some point, these are the kind of games
we got to be ready to play.”
But during the first half, it was all Cougars. They doubled the Aggies’ shot total with 10, four of which were
on target.
In the 19th minute, BYU forward Brecken Mozingo
turned around and launched a shot across the box to
the upper-left corner to give the Cougars the lead 1-0.

BYU had several other chances to score in
the first half, but they couldn’t convert two
shots that hit the post in the 32nd and 33rd
minutes or a free kick that deflected off the
wall and out of play just before halftime.
In the second half, the Aggies switched
up their game plan and started seeing more
success.
“As soon as we started putting pressure,
we were winning the ball back, and it
worked in our favor,” Lopez said.
Utah State was much more effective at
pressuring the Cougars in the second half.
It was a return to form for the team, who is
often characterized by intercepting passes
and launching counter-attacks.
Martins said the game plan in the beginning was to try new things.
“We’re still a work in progress, as a team
that’s layering things in. Being able to play
a little direct and transition well is part of
our identity,” Martins said. “We’re looking
to add layers to it so we don’t become a
one-trick pony.”
For the Aggies, the tie is another positive
result against a tough team. In the two
seasons that Martins has been head coach,
USU is undefeated against BYU.
The competitiveness of the match adds to
what Martins sees as an exciting matchup.
The game drew over 1,500 fans to Chuck &
Gloria Bell Field.
“I think this will be a game that, at least

Midfielder Alex Day dribbles near midfield during the BYU game.

PHOTO BY Claire Ott

for the time being, is going to be an attractive game
for fans, and I think it was a fun, entertaining game,”
Martins said.
Utah State has one more non-conference game at
Northern Colorado on Sunday before they head to
Reno, Nevada on Thursday to open Mountain West play
against the Wolf Pack.
“It’s a tough conference, and by no way, shape or form
are we the favorites,” Martins said. “We’re going to have
a lot of work to do to even earn the opportunity to be
(in the NCAA Tournament).”

a

Jake Ellis is a senior studying journalism. When he’s not
covering the Aggies, Jake patiently waits for Thanksgiving
break, when there will be college football and World Cup
soccer on TV at the same time.

Midfielder Kaitlyn Richins pushes up the sideline during the BYU game.

PHOTO BY Claire Ott

— jacob.ellis@usu.edu
@JakeEllisonair
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USU Soccer draws 1-1 with No. 25 BYU
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Gomez: We celebrate philosophy
professor Richard Sherlock’s retirement

A

fter thirty-seven
years of teaching
and scholarly work
in philosophy, theology,
history and ethics at USU,
Philosophy Professor Dr.
Richard Sherlock, Ph. D.
celebrated his tenure at
USU last Spring at a gathering held in his honor with
students, colleagues, friends
and family at the Caine
Family Life Center at USU
pending his retirement.
As Dr. Sherlock’s first
free Fall in over 37 years
approaches, he says, “I look
forward to working on my writing project about
hope. I am also looking forward to travel and
retreat opportunities, and I hope to enjoy more
time with loved ones…. -- My nest has always
been here in Cache Valley, and I will be keeping
office hours in Old Main.”
At the Caine Center gathering, former students
and colleagues shared the fondest of memories
of working with Dr. Sherlock. Student Greg Watts
remembers, “It was Dr. Sherlock who turned me
on to philosophy…. I remember him prowling up
and down the aisle to engage students in critical
life issues about Christian and moral philosophy,
constitutional law and medical ethics with the Socratic method. He left us bloody and bruised and
it was glorious! We felt enlightened, valued and
respected….”. Student and protégé Brian Soderquist says, “Dr. Sherlock changed my life. I wanted to be like him, his warmth, his great questions,
his great book analyses and recommendations.
His friendship and mentorship shaped my life
and the way I think. I remember his patience,
kindness and generosity with the time he would
spend thinking critically with small groups of us
while walking, talking and thinking about philosophy through the ages.. .”.
Colleague Harrison Kleiner shared memories of
“Richard’s passion for his students -- his “paper
chase”style of instruction that encouraged metanoia and philosophical conversion, his intense
passion, glory,even mania for the life of the mind
and ideas and his memory of everything he ever
read…”.
Some of Dr. Sherlock’s great book recommendations include Nicomachean Ethics, by Aristotle;
The Dialogues, and The Republic by Plato; The
Teacher and The Confessions, by St. Augustine;
Moral Conscience through the Ages, by Richard
Sorabji; and The Summa Theologica and Summa
Contra Gentiles by St. Thomas Aquinas.
Some quotes from these great thinkers –

On passion for one’s profession, the ancient
Greek Philosopher Aristotle once said, “Pleasure in
the job puts perfection in the work”. This timeless truth brings to mind Dr. Sherlock’s passion in
sharing his deep love and knowledge of philosophy, theology, history and ethics, and his knack
for making the best recommendations for further
reading tailored to the existential question of
a given student. Those who know Dr. Sherlock
know that his walking and talking while thinking teaching style is in the spirit of the ancient
Greek philosophers. This began with Socrates, the
Founder of Western moral and ethical philosophy,
and Father of the Socratic Method upon which
our modern university system is based. Socrates
passed his “peripatetic” teaching style on to his
student Plato, who is perhaps most famous for his
dialogues and his metaphysical theory of forms.
Plato and passed this peripatetic style on to his
student Aristotle, who seemed to grasp the brain/
body science of it . Aristotle claimed, “walking
facilitates talking – and, presumably, thinking…”..
On teaching and learning, St. Augustine of Hippo once said, “The world is a book, and those who
do not travel read only a page…”. In the spirit of
St. Augustine, Dr. Sherlock has enjoyed travel and
lecturing at home and abroad, and has published
on topics from from bio-ethics to phenomenology.
He also compiled a priceless reader his students
with select excerpts from the published works of
many great thinkers through the ages that shows
how genuine teaching consists of exposing students to both conventional and timeless wisdom,
taking students out of their comfort zone, and
sparking an internal dialogue, so students must
see things for themselves and make the truth their
own.
On critical thinking, St. Thomas Aquinas once
said, “Wonder is the desire for knowledge.” Dr.
Sherlock understands the joy and sense of empowerment that sparking one’s sense of wonder
affords. He often demonstrated this in the class-

room, how this may
begin in solitude, then
continue with integrating knowledge with
others to ignite the
synergy of the faculties
of the mind, body and
spirit, to illuminate a
new perspective and
to reveal the intrinsic nature and joy of
teaching and learning.
Richard reminisces in
a reflection he wrote
back in the 1970’s enSUBMITTED PHOTO titled Over the Mountain saying, “….In the
spring of 1970 I completed my undergraduate
degree in Philosophy and History at the University
of Utah. That March, I set off over the mountain
and across the country in a rattletrap car, heading for Boston, MA. I had been accepted at the
University of Iowa, Boston University and Harvard
Divinity School for a Master degree, after which I
would pursue a Ph.D. program in what I passionately wanted to study which was philosophy and
theology. I have never regretted the trip over the
mountain that took me out of my comfort zone,
and the intellectual journey it represented. This
experience of leaving home to pursue my academic future got me away from and the safety
and the familiarity of the Northwest. I needed a
wider world to grow in intellectually, emotionally
and spiritually….”.
Richard’s earnest study, prayer, scholarly work
and the passing of his beloved wife Margaret
who shared his wonder and awe in discovering
the beauty and the wisdom of the ages through
Richard’s work, would lead to Richard’s deeper
study of the Christian Tradition.
Richard’s wisdom, guidance and rich contributions to the study of philosophy, theology, history
and ethics that he continues to share in his lectures, publications, book circles and over coffee
or a beer at a favorite local haunt, continue to be
ever more enlightening and inspiring. His philosophy fellows thank him and congratulate him on
this next part of his journey.
Amy Gomez is a freelance writer and USU course
auditor. Gomez moved here from San Diego,
California to set up an Aggie House for future
generations who may want to attend her Grandpa
William Stoddard Geddes’ alma mater.
— amyg.carlsbad@gmail.com
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A

re you an Aggie
fan? Do you go
to the games and
cheer on your team? Are
you proud to be an Aggie?
I have been an Aggie fan
through thick and thin. I
went to school when the
whole time I was there we
did not have a winning
team. How fortunate we are
in recent history to have incredible teams! Even when
we didn’t have incredible
teams, we at least always
had incredible fans who
were behind our team even
in terrible snow storms. Our
players deserve our support
and cheers. They work so
very hard and sacrifice so
much for us. I have always
held my head up high
knowing that Aggie fans are
amazing. Saturday was the
first time I had a really hard
time doing that. I could not
believe our fans booing our
own. There is no call for
that. I am deeply disap-

pointed that we did not help
our team out, but instead
brought them down. I hope
in the future we as Aggie
fans remember what it is to
be a true fan, and bring our
best to help the team in the
future. Thank you players.
Lynette Hancock is a small
business owner, Aggie fan and
graduate of the College of
Engineering.
— hancocksw@yahoo.com
Letters to the editor can be
hand-delivered or mailed to
the USU Student Media office
in TSC 118. They can also be
emailed to
editor@usustatesman.com.

Last week’s solution:

Sudoku puzzles are provided by
www.sudokuoftheday.com.
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Members of HURD Premium rush to claim their spots in Maverik Stadium’s student section before the football game against Weber State on Saturday, Sept. 10.
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